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SURVEY 0F CYLINDRICAL SHELL

RESPONSE AND WALL-PRESSURE

FLUCTUATIONS

by

Aouni A. Lakis and Samir S. Mohamed

Department of Mechamcal Engineering

Ecole Polytechnique

Montréal, Que., Canada

SUMMARY

Thin-walled cylindn'cal shell response is reviewed 1n this report

for various input exdtations, with a spécial considération to the res-

ponse of cylindrical shetls to subsonic turbulent boundary-layer fluc-

tuations.

An analysis for predtcting t-he cylindrical shell response to an

arbitrary pressure fi el d is derived.

In addition, the review of différent investigations in determimng

the statistical properties of the watl-pressure fluctuations is performed

Finally, a discussion of the she'11 response and comparison between

various walt-pressure fluctuations Investigations are also conducted.



1. INTRODUCTION

Most cylindrical shells are utilized in containing or conveying

fluids, and this, to a certain extent, détermines the classes of pro-

blems in which interest is focused. Thus, in addition to the deter-

mination of the vibration characteristics of the shetls in vacuo, it

is also of considérable praticat interest to predict the dynamical

characteristics of shells contai ni ng ei'ther stationary or flowing

fluid.

There are many ways in which the présence of the f lui d may

influence the dynamics of the shell. The free vibration charac-

teristics of shells contai mng stationary gases at 1ow pressure

dif fer little from those in vacuo. In the case of a shell fil'led

with compressible fi ui d, the compressibilrty of the f lui d affects

the effective stiffness of the System, in addition to the effects

of straining of the shell by pressurization. If the density of the

enclosed fluid is relatively high, as is the case vdth liquids,

then the flui'd exerts considérable inertial loading on the shell

and results in dimimshing the resonant frequencies sigm'ficantly.

In the case of shells partiatly filled with liquid, on the other

hand, free surface motions may be coupled to shell motions. This is

of particular interest in liquid - propetted rackets where Large os-

cillations may develop - being usuallt referred to as "sloshing -



in cases of proximity or coincidence of the natural frequencies of the

free-surface motion and that of the shelt. Also, there is a possibility

of nonlinear coupling between the free-surface modes and the she11 mo-

des, resuHing in subharmom'c excitation of the former while the shell

itself is oscillating at high frequencies. This phonemenon, howevers

is incompletely understood j

When the flui'd is flowing, the shell is subjected to centrifugat

forces and Coriolis - type forces. -The former have the effects of

ch'minishing the natural frequencies of the system. while the latter

have a damping effects on vibration in cases where one end of the shell

is free. The magmtude of thèse effects dépends on the dimensiontess

flow vetocity U,.. Unless we are dealing wtth rubber she'lls, very

heavy fluids or very high velocities, the values of U. will be small
r ~!

and the effects of thèse forces wi11 be correspondingly sma.ll j12,61j.

Thus for a steel cylindrical shell with L/r -- 26 and t/r = 0.023

conveying air flow, ÏÏ,. =0.20 corresponds to U,, == 1000 rn/s. For thts

magnitude of ftow velocity, the natural frequencies of the she11 are

found to diminish by only 3% as a resutt of the ftow.

Similarly, 1n considering the response of cylindrical shellSs con-

siderabte interest exists in the case where the excitation is transmitted

through, or arises from, the contained fluid. This could take the form

of pressure waves transnn'tted through the ftuid; or if the fluid is

flowing, the excitation could art se from gross pressure pertubatlons

due to disturbances in the flow, or from boundary-layer pertubations.



Vibration caused by thèse pressure fluctuations may, in certain cir-

cumstances, cause fatigue failures of the structures involved.

The response of thin-walled cylindrical shells subjected to

boundary-layer fluctuations is studied by several investigators

applying various techniques such as "Green Function" with Cottisj4|,

"Dira Delta Function" with Nasser |14 | 9 "Joint-Acceptance Method"

with Clinch j 6 j , "Timoshenko Theory" with Magral j 13 j , Transfer

Function 122 | , Beam theory |16| , Rayleigh method j 15! , Energy

method |19| , Numencat Simulation and Fakker-Planch équations |9j ,

Forcing Function |8|and finally a hybrid classicat-fimte élément

method by Lakis and Paidoussis j12jwhich is proved, the authors

believe;, to be the most versatile.

Lakis and Paidoussis method j12[ will be used by the authors to
L j

predict the response of thin circular cy'lindrical shells either um'form

or axialty non-uniform and subjected to subsonic turbulent two^jîha^e

flow. It is a fi ni te élément theory, using cylindrical f im te éléments,

but the disptacement functions are determined by ustng classical shelt

theory» j 12,33 | . The random-pressure forces are lumped at the nodes

of the finite éléments. Finally the cross-correlation spectral density

and the mean square value of the displacements of the shells are obtained

for an arbitrary pressure fi el d and for a boundary-layer pressure fi et d

in terms of the drcumferential and latéral corrélation functions of

the wall-pressure fluctuations. Thèse statistical properties are de'ter-

mined experimentally; therefore an expérimental air-water toop facility

is désignée! to suit our program purpose and permitting us of measuring



the space-time cross corrélation functions and the r.m.s. response of

the she11's wa11.

The work présentée! in this report is an attempt to produce a review

of thin cylindrical shells' response to an internat pressure, acoustic

excitation, random pressure, internai and/or external ftow. In addition

the review of the measurements of the statistical properties of the

wall-pressure fluctuations due to turbulent boundary-tayer wi11 be con-

sidered in détails. Moreover, the rôle of surface wall-pressure fluc-

tuations évaluations on wind panels, bodi'es of révolution and cylindri-

cal shells with différent mediums is ai os discussed.

2. CYLINDRICAL SHELL RESPONSE

The response of shells to internai pressure, acoustic, random and

turbulen boundary-tayer excitations is reviewed in sections 2.1 to 2.4,

followed by an outline, in section 2.5, of the hybrid classicat fim'te

élément theory used by the authors to predict the shell response to

turbutent two-phase flow excitation.

2.1 SheJ1 s response to i nternaj^_jîressure^

The study of the dynamic response of a pressunzed orthotrop'ic

cylindrical membrane has been presented by Dym | 15| in both free and

forced vibrations configurations. The effects of internai pressuri-

zation, inplane inertia and vibrations in the etastic constants are



also examinée!. Furthermore, Dym determined the effects of variations of

the elastic constants on the free and forced motions of cytindrical mem-

brane shells. Mis équations are based on the nonlinear shelt theory,

modified to delete the bending terms and to indude orthotropic elastic

constants. Mis solutions are in terms of the normal modes of free

vibrations which are taken to be the Rayleigh type. Dym showed that

the shell response is highly dépendent on the internai pressure and

on the relative magnitude of the applied load with respect to the in-

ternat pressure. In fact thts work demonstrated clearly that the shell

behavtor is very sigmftcantly affected by the values of the various

elastic constants and the ratio of the circumferential stiffness to

the axial stiffness was found to be a particularly important parameter.

Less importance has been attached to the relative magm'tude of the in"

plane shear modulus. Finally he illustrated that the simp'lification

of the analysis by the deletion of the inptane inerti'a terms induces

little différence to the resutts of the forced vibration analysis.

In this regard, the frequencies and modes of free vibrations for

various pressure vessets were conducted by Hamada 1181, the différent

pressure vessels were changea according to the intensity of the inter-

nal pressure, and the fundemental équations were estabttshed for the

statistical bending and vibration problems of the général axisymmetric

loading and then subjected to some additional non-axisymmetric loading.



Hamada compared his numerical results with other expérimentât data

and also compared the numerical results using Timoshenko's équations

with those of h1s theory. The former comparison gave good agreement

while the later showed slightly différent results from Timoshenko's

équations. However Hainada proved that his numerical method may soive

comparatively easily the free vibration problems of the général axi"

symmetnc shell subjected to pressure.

Concerning the principte of minimum total potentiat energy, applied

by Vafakos |19|, to obtai'n stresses and displacements for clamped, short

aval cylindncat shells under hydrostatic pressure, the classical shell

theory was employed in which buckling effects are not considered. Va-

fakos assumed a Fourier séries for the deftections in the dosed cir-

cumferential direction so that the partial differential équations of

equilibrium are replaced by a set of ordinary differential équations.

Vafakos compared the energy solution with a simplified field appro"

ximation which can be considered an équivalent circular cy'iinder solu-

tion. Then he présentée! graphs of the significant stresses and displa-

cements for the aval cy'linders having major to minor axi's rattos of

1.10, 1.30 and 1.50. Vafakos concluded that the maximum stresses and

displacements increase sigmficantly as the major to minor axis ratio

increased.

An early investigation by Fung j 20 j studying the frequency spectra

and vibration modes of thin-walled circu'iar cylindricat shetls subjected



to internai pressure remains one of the useful works in the fi el d.

He showed that for very thin circular cylinders, the internai pres-

sure has a sigmficant effect on the natural vibration characteris-

tics, particularly for cylinders having small length to diameter

ratio and the mode associated with the lowest frequency is in gene-

ral not the simplest mode. The exact number of circumferential mo-

des cFssociatedwith the lowest frequency dépends upon the internai

pressure and if this number is large, it decreases rapidly with

the increasing pressure. At low pressure the fundamental frequency

increases rapidly with inGreasing the internai pressure. Fung

found out that at higher values of internai pressure fche frequency

increases with the increasing number of circumferential modes and

the lowest frequency ri ses slowly with the internat pressure.

Expérimental results on the frequency spectra, vibration modes

and structurât damping conducted by Fung for a séries of thin

cylinctncat shelts, showed agreement with the features prech'cted b.y

Reissner's "shaHow she11" vibration theory.

2.2 Shelts response to acoustic excitatloti

Recently, the response of cylindrical shells due to random acoustic

pressure input has been investigated by Hwang 17 Mis analytical pro-

cedure was limited to a time-wise random pressure with défined spatial

distribution. In général formulation, the pressure input ma.y be

both time-wise and space-wise random. Hwang's analysis applied the

modal approach to défi ne the shell response and a1so he considered the



interaction between the shell, the atmosphère and the shelt structural

damping as dispersion. He showed that in addition to the natural modes

obtained by assuming a fn'ctiontess shell operating in a vacum, the

impedance of the air column insi'de the cylindrical shell ptays a

sigm'ficant ro1e in determining the random acoustic response of the

shell. He also described a formulation of the mean pressure spectrum

inside the shell enclosure due to reverberation. The spectra'l data

based on the presented analysis are generated for a typicat cylindrical

shells under random acoustic excitation.

Another investigation has been conducted on the response and

équivalent force spectra by Kana j 21 j for random acoustic excitation

of a cylindrical shells withtn a narrow band frequency of relative

low-modal density. This approach involves the détermination of theon-

ti'cal structural adnnttances or transfer functions between response

at some appropriate points and harmonie excitation at a single point.

Thèse functions can be expressed as séries expansions of the normal

modes of the system. Then by means of generalized harmonie analys-is

and superposttion properties of Hnear random process theory, Kana

obtained expressions relattng the statistical properties of the res-

ponse to the transfer functions, and to statisticat properties of the

exc1tations~over the aggregate of the points in the area over which

a distributed load acts. In général Kana found that a purely theoritical

prediction of the response based on linear random process theory is

severely limited because of the inabili'ty of currently available ex-

pressions for the transfer functions to account for various devi'ations

which resutt principaHy from the imperfection and eccentricities in the

cylinder.



However, good agreement is achieved between his measured response

and that catculated with measured transfer functions. He further in-

dicated that a rather coarse discrète représentation of a continuous

by distributed excitatton is possible.

2.3 Shells response to randomexci'tatwn

The response of cylindrical shells due to random pressure exci-

tation is den'ved theorltically by several investigators with dif-

ferent techniques.

Recently, Thompson | 16 | applied an exact analysis usi'ng three

dimentional Hnear elasticity theory. It is developed for linear

elastic anatysis of t.he response of pin-ended rod and tubes in a

stationary f lui d medium, to random stationary homogeneous surface

pressure fluctuation. He presented a limited number of numericat

results, comparing the results of simple beam theory with the full

elastic analysis with respect to the prediction of response spectra

and mean square valves of radiai and tangential surface displacement

and differential axial surface strains apptying the 1oca1 spectral

density in either band-limi'ted white noise or Gaussian.

Similarly Magrab j 13| studied the response due to forced harmonie

and random excitation of an elastic cy1indr1ca1 shell sourrounded by
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an inviscid fluid and concentrically contained by another thin elastic

shell immersed in another inviscid fluid of finite extent. Magrab

assumed that the shetls motion can be described by the Timoshenko

type shell theory which includes the effects of bending, transverse

shear and rotatory inertia, the shetl's motions are independent of

the axial coordinates and the fluids motions are described by the

classical curve équations. He considered two types of time varying

functions for the apptied forces, harmonie and stationary random functtons

The field pressure is determined in the near and outer f1uid.

On the other hand, Magrab derived expressions for the acoustic

pressure at the outer surface of the inner shetl; and the inner and

outer surfaces of the outer shetl atong with the displacements at

thèse surfaces. He also presented numerical results for the near

and for field acoustic pressure.

A coupling between the Green function technique and Retssner

shallow shetl équation were applied by Cottis and Jasomdes j4

to predict the response of a fi ni te thin cylindricat shetl to random

pressure field. They apptied the Reissner shallow shell équations

of motions w1th the aid of the Green function solution assuming

an homogeneous, isotropic and uniform waTi thickness with two

important approximations which are the indépendant displacement

of the radiai coordinates and the neglected longitudinal inertia

terms.
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An important result of Cottis analysis is the réduction of

the response intégral représentation to a single intégral over

the unit circle in the comptex plane.

Usin.g assumed corrélation functions for the pressure fi et d,

Cottis and Jasonides derived a général expression for the space-

time corrélation of the response; but they do not proceed to

evaluate the RMS and they do not undertake numerical solution

of the problem.

Simitar application of the Green function has been conducted

by Cottis j 22 j for studying the général probtem of the free and

forced vibrations of an orthotropic, fi ni te shetl withi'n the limi-

tations of an approximate small deflection theory.

An application of the numerical simulation and Fokker-Planck

équations is présentée! by Nash j 9 j , a large amptitude latéral

vibrations of thin, elastic, shallow shells subjected to random

excitation applied normal to the curves surface are exâmineu with

severat approximate techniques. The excitation is assumed to be

stationary, ergodic and Gaussian whitoe noise. Nash applied the

numerical simulation of Rung and Kutta method and also Fokker-Ptanck

équations to détermine the solution for the équations of motions

of the shatlow shells, with various boundary conditions such as

simply-supported at both ends and clamped-clarnped. He could obtain

a response of those shetls in both cases of shallow and spherical

shetls. He proved that the applied techniques are capable of pre-

dicting comparable estimâtes of the response as représentée} by the

central deflection of the shell.
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A formai solution of the random responses of a thin-cylindrical

shell has been performed by Wang |23 j for simply supported thin shell

subjected to non-axially symmetric concentrated stationary radiai

loading.

On the other hand, the D-irac delta technique is examined by

Nasser 114 l : a formulation of the second-order corrélation func-

tion of the disptacement field of a tinearly elasttc thi'n shelt

subjected to a random latéral pressure fi el d is performed by him

using a simply supported, shallow circutar cylinder. Nasser

derived an expression for the shell response using the Di'rac delta

function and Fourier transform to obtai'n the auto-correlation

and the spectral density of the response and pressure field, res-

pectively. He concluded that when the length of the shell becomes

much targer than its radius, the length wise variation of the second

order corrélation function of the displacement fi el d approachs

a delta function while this field remains highly correlated in the

circumferent1a1 direction.

2.4 Shell s response to tyrbu

Prediction of the thin-walled cylindncal sheTI response

to subsomc, turbulent boundary-'iayer, may be classified into

i) purely theoritical-numencal research work such as Lakis 12,24
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and Corcos j 8 | and ii) mainly expérimental one with some analytical

derivation as Ctinch |6,7j , Weyers j25| anct Khosrovani |26| . Each

of the mentioned investigators has différent theoret1ca1 methods.

However, a11 the expérimental techniques are based on the sarne ex-

pen'mental loop facility.

2.4.1 Theontical investigations^

Corcos l 8 studied a random noise generated on the fuselage ski n

of aircrafts by a turbulent boundary-layer. He applied through his

analysis the forcing function technique of several variables to de-

termine the response of linear Systems to the random exdtation,

assuming that the boundary-layer is local1,y homogeneous, the fuselage

ski n is fiât untined and free f'rom axial loads, and the cabin air

is bounded only by vibrating plates so t.hat only the outgoing waves

are considérée!.

Corcos results showed that the sound pressure intensity is

proportional to the square of the free stream density, the square

of cabin air density and inversal'ly proportional to the first power

of the damping constant and to the second power of the plate density

(cf. i8 j p. 24). One of the main features of his results was that

the relevant quantifies such as noise intensity are dependently non

dimensional numbers through which the boundary-layer and plate

properties enter as ratios.
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Recently a général theory in the field of shells response has

been developed by Lakts and Paidoussis 112 j, to predict the r.m.s.

response of a non-uniform thin cylindrical shell subjected to an

arbitrary random pressure field. The theory is then spécialized

to the case where the pressure field originates from the turbutent

boundary-layer of a subsonic internai flow. The basic formulation

is in terms of a fimte-element theory but the displacement functions

are den'ved from Sanders'theory for cylindrical shells. The pressure

forces are lumped at the nodes of the fi ni te éléments. The cross-

corrélation spÊCtra'i density anct the mean square value of the dis-

placements of the shell are obtained for an arbitrary pressure fi el d

and for a boundary-layer pressure fi et d.

More recentty, thi's theory was extented i) to cases where the
t- -j

shells are am'sotropic |24| and especi'ally for the case of shells

consisting of an arbitrary number of orthotropic layers; and "ii)

to take into account the inertia, coriolis and centrifugal forces

-1
of the moving f lui d j 61

2.4.2 Expérimental and_theori

One of the earliest investigation concerning the noise produced

by turbutent air flow adjacent to a flexible wall bas been conducted

by Weyers j25|. He measured the spectrum and intensity of the

pressure ftetd outside thm-walled cyllnders conta-imng fully deve-

loped turbutent pipe flow. In order to simptify the problem Weyers
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assumed in his analysis that the motion of the surface of the cy1in-

dricat shell is descrtbed by a linear motion and the génération of

random pressure field in the stattonary medium is a Hnear radiation

problem.

Weyers interpreted the measured spectra in relation to the

elastic properties of the cylinders and the character of the tur-

bulent fluctuations inside the flow. He found that the power spectrum

of the pressure fluctuations in the stationary med-ium outside the

vibrating cylinder is a function o-f the power spectrum of the wall

pressure and the impedance of the thin wall cylinder. Atso the na-

turat frequencies of the cylinders could be identif-ied and si'mila-

rity parameters for the spectra were established. He also investi-

gatect the effect of cylindrical shell wa11 thickness on the spectrum

and intensity 6f the pressure fluctuations.

Weyers measurementSs showed that the intensity of the external

sound pressure fi et d are scaled with the fifth power of the velocity

at center of the pipe and atso the 'intensity of the pressure fluc-

tuations at the wall may be sca'led wi'th the fourth power of the yetocity

Hence, Weyers concluded that the rati'o of the r.m. s. of wa11 pres-

sure to the dynamic pressure is to be independent of the mach

number and equat to a constant (0.0078).
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A récent research work has been investigated by Khosrovam et

ai. | 26 | . They studied, expenmentally and theoretically, the vi

bration of thin cy1indr1ca1 duct due to internai random pressure

field. Experimentally, the internai pressure cross-covariance

coefficients were measured within a duct contaimng both a fulty

developed turbulent air ftow and a sound fi el d caused by a remote

blower. Theoretically, Khosrovam assumed that turbu1en<te con-

vection is neglected, as being too hi'gh a frequency to influence

the resulting sigm'ficantly. Sound propagation is neglected and

the pressure spectral dens'Ety is presumed to be white noise.

Applying thèse assumptions, the duct disptacement response was

den'ved by intégration of the forcing and Green functions. This

investigation is supportée! by a computer program.

In spite of his simplifications, Khosrovam measured displa-

cernent covariances showed a good agreement with those calculated.

,3
The predicted disptacement spectral density is varying as w " with

white nuise excitation. h'e atso ûbserved that the dependence 1s

w~~r'u for the no-white noise fordng functton w'ith a frequency

2
dépendance near w ". However, he showed that the coefficients

for spatial decay used in the forcing function mode] did not

appear to dépend on the flow speed.

Finatly, Clinch j 6 | predicted expérimental1y and theoreticalty

the vibration induced 1n t.hin-waned cylindrical pipes by the passage
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of internai turbutent water flow. He derived a theoretical analysi's

based on the application of random vibration theory. A simply suppor-

ted thin cylindrica'l shetl was considered using Powells 27 i joint-

acceptance method, essentialty by passing the need to introduce spe-

cific équations of motion. In his analysis, he assumed that the

areas over which the wall pressure fluctuations correlated are

small comparée! with pipe dimensions and more importantty, he con-

sidered the response only in high modes of the shell (where reso-

nances are so dose to one another that a continuous curve of

response v.s. frequency may be assurned). With thèse assumptions

and some others which are also made by Cottis E4| , C'iinch derived

an expression for the root mean square of the wall disp'Iacement,

essentially as a function of frequency band width. Then he com-

pared his theorettca1 resutts v.'ith his own experi"ienta1 data w.hich

were conducted up to Reynotd's numbers of 2 X 10"., The average

r.m.s. wall disptacement plotted against frequency displays remar-

kably good agreement between theory and experiments (in the range

of 100 - 1,000 Hz). It should be also poi'nted out that dinch

obtained expérimental1y some very useful corrélation functions

for the pressure fi el d.

The most sévère limitation of Ctinch's theory is that is

applies only for high mode numbers and frequencies (100 - 1,000 Hz).



It bas been shown in Réf. | 12 j that the response at the high fre-

quency range (100 - 1,000 Hz) is but a small part of the total.

Thus, at the ftow velocity of 248 in/sec the total mean square

response is 3.2 X 10" in " whereas the high frequency response

.-n . 2
is 8 X 10 "' in", approximately, givtng a ration of 20:1 for the

corresponding r.m.s. values. The différence at higher flow vélo-

cities is even more pronounced. (Fi g. 1).

2.5 Shells response to turbulent two-phase flow excitât ion

Lakis and Paidoussts theory |12| are considered in this

development for the prediction.of the shell response to tur-

bulent two-phase flow. Thts theory predicts the shell's res-

ponse with a minimum of limitations and also capable of anaty-

sing geometricatly axia11y symmetric long or short, th-in cylin-

dncal shells which are not necessarily uniform and subject to

any set of kinematic boundary condition including supports

other than the two axia1 extremities of the shell. Only an

outil ne of the theory is given here; for a détail eu account the

reader is referred to références (12,28,33,16 S .

The équations of motion of the she11 subjected to arb'i-

trary load is given by
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where s a d1

M-[MW+)[C]-M
{y}-s splacement vector, M] and K are,

M+|M-M|{y}=^ (1)
hespectively;

the mass and the stiffness matrices of the she11 in vacuo, and SM^I ,

C.pj and | K.J , represent the inertia, coriolis and centr'ifugal forces

of the flowing fluid; |C| is the damptng matrix of the System and

the external forces ^} represent the internai random pressure fi el d.

2.5.1 Détermination of LU_anA,LKj

The theory used to détermine |M| and |Kj is a hybrid of the f-imte

élément and classical shell théories. The finite élément chosen is a

cylindrical frustum (F1g. 2), and the dtsplacement functions are deter-

mined by Sanders' theory for thin cylindrica'l shells |3, 30 |.

In the continuiiiïis we express the axtal, circumferential and radiât

displacements of the middte surface of the she11 b,y

U (x. <)))

M (x, ({)}

V (x, (j))) n

cos ncj) 0

0 cos n

0 0

0

0

S i n n <p

i"n (x>i

SN" (x)l
h (x'l

(2:

where LL» w^ and v^ are the amplitudes of displacements associated with

the n -^ drcumfereritia'l wave number. Then for a spécifie n, the nodô'l

displacement at node "1" (Fig. 2) is defined by

T
j1 \v\r (dw,/dx)^ v^ (3)
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vector is

For a f im te élément with ïiodes i and j, the nodal d'isplacement

T
5.. 5,'^ "j

By substituting expressions (2) into Sanders' équations of motion

and assurmng

^ (x) = Ae 1ÀX/r, v^ (x) - Be ixx/r and w, (x) - Ce ixx/r (4)

and proceeding according to the finite élément techniques the displa-

cernent functions were determined retating the continuum displacement

to the nodal displacements.

Then the mass and stiffness matrices for one fini te élément

H.
m

and j k|, respectively, were obtained analyticaHy by carrying out the

necessary matrix opérations and intégrations. After lengthy manipu-

"lations, expressions for the général tenus of j kg anu j m | were ûb-

tained.

With l m| and | kj determined, the global mass and stiffness matri
1

ces for the whole she'11 |M| and | K ! , respectivelys may be constructed

by superpositi'on in the normal manner. Each of thèse (square) matrices

is of order 4 (N + 1) where N -is the total number of f im" te éléments.

J
The interested reader is referred to Lakis and Paidoussis |28, 33 | for

détails.
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2.5.2 InertiaJ^ Coriolis, |C, and Centrifugal, JK^.| , forces

of the feving f lui d

When the fluid is flowing, the shelt is subjected to inertia for-

ces, centrifugal forces and conolis-t.ype forces coupled wtth the e-

lastic déformation of its walls. It is assumed that the flow is poten-

tiai and the f lui d compressible. The conditions of impermeability of

the surface of the shetl and the dynamic condition of this surface which

is given by BernouiHi's équation for distrubed motion» permit us to

obtain the pressures of the f'Iuid on the shell's wa11s. By carrying

out the necessary matrix opérations of the fi ni te élément method and.

integrating over x and A we obtain the inertia,, centnfugat and coriolis

forces of the moving fluid as tisted in référence [61 |.

The inertial loadinq exerted bv the fluid on the shell results

in dirm'm'shing the resonant frequency sigm'ficantly. The centrifugal

forces have also the effect of decreasing the natural frequencies of

the System, white the coriotis-type pressure forces have a damping

effect on vibrations in cases where one end of the she'H is free.

Unless we are dealing w'ith very flexib'ie shetls, very heavy fluids,

or very high ve'locities, the effects of the centn'fugal and con'olis"

type forces are relatively small 161

2.5.3 Raiid^_j3res^yj"e^^^

/

In équation (1), the externat forces \f} represent the turbutent
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random pressure fluctuations at the shell's watls resulting from the

passage of ful'ly-developed turbulent flow. The displacements are

assumed smalt enough for the résultant forces to be normal to the

shell's surface. It is a1so assurned that the pressure field is spa-

tially continuous and that it has the properties of a weakty sta~

ti'onary, ergodic process. We further assume that the pressure drop

in the length of the shetl is sufficiently smaTl for the mean pressure

to be considérée! constant over the length of the shell. Finalty.,

the conttnuous random pressure fi el d of the deformable body is appro-

ximated by a f im" te set of discrète forces and moments acting at the

nodat points 32

As previously mentioned, the she11 is divided into N finite ele-

ments, each of which is a cylindricat frustum. The position of the

N + 1 nodal points rnay be chosen arbitrary (Fi g. 2). Any pressure

field is considered to be acting on an area S.., surrounding the node

e of coordinate Z.^ as shown 'in Figure 3 (a). We define the pressure

distribution acting over this area S^ by two rnutuaHy perpendicular

forces per um't length. we may write the actual résultant force per

unit length,

F (x, (j), t) == ^. f e (x, t), cas nç + ^> ^fp (x, t). Si n nqi (5)
T "n T "n

where fc, and fp are at a distance x^ from the origin of the shell
'n Ln °

as shown in Figure 3 (a).
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Thèse two forces acting at point 'A' are transformée! to two

forces and one moment. A/,, acting at the node, e, as shown in

th
Figure 3 (b). The external force vector associated with the n -—

circumferential wave number at a typicat node, es can now by

written in the following form:

F (t) 0, j fp (x,, t) dx,, J (x, - 1,) fp (x,, t) dx,,Vi' "^;"i'J^ l"j •j' 'R^"j' "' '-j:

'î 1-î
1

f^ (x^, t) dx
Z!

n
where f n and f^, are expressed in terms of the instantaneous près-

IRn ""'" 'cn

sure on the surface, p (x, <^, t),j 12 j.

To obtain the mean square responses we proceed by first, consi-

dering the free vibration of the conservative System and determining

the natural frequencies P., and t.he eigenvectros l $ j ^, i =1, 2, ...

4 (N + 1) - J, where J is the nurnber of kinematic boundaries. We

next form the modal matrix

LtJ $r ^- (N+1) - J

and défi ne

M=H{Z}.

The équations of motion are decoupled by substituting équation

(8) into (2) and assuming the damping matrix as tinearly related to

the mass and stiffness matrices. Final1y, fche cross-correlatton

spectral density and the mean square values of the displacements of

(6)

(7)

(8)
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the shell are expressed in terms of corrélation functions of the

pressure field; see équations (13) to (19) of référence |12| :

4(N+1)-J
y

^ (xg- ^ t> °
-qr

l — l

)'n-0.4M2
"V'r o

JHjîî)

N+1 N+1

\^
^...Z^ ir ur

1=1 u=1

l" î."
•I "U

J J W^;x^) dx^.dx,
' 7. '

-1 '-u

+

N+1 N+1

N+1 N+1

ir'kr

n z\\i 'k

J- j-(x,-^) ^(S!;x^) dx,dx,

+ ir'vr
-Wï ~v=Ï

l l.f
/i 'k
" -l n

'1 L~'M

1+

J Jwfrc(";xi'xv) dxidx\

N+1 N+1 l

V^ ^...A
L^é "jr'urj

j=î u=1

N+1 N+1
^—^ -^—^

+ ^ ' > '<Ï>...A
Z^ 4-/ TJ'"kr|
j=1 k=T

N+1 N+1

+ > > (Ï)-..J>.
L^ L^â *jr'vr|
j=1 y=1

f l '
-1 "V

n i"

(x.,. - l^j W^.,.(0;X4 aX,,) dx;dx.!\1 T "f^-"-j"v u/\|"'-u (9)
'. 7.'

'ù "u
. " 7. ""j ^
f f (x^ - l,'} (x,, - îj W^,.(^;x,,xJ dx.dx,,
J J " J j' ' K ^K' ^Ti"*"'"'j' K' ~"^j "K

? 7.'
"J ^k
n ^ n

'V

J(xj -l,) wfrctej'xv) dxjdxv

+

bl

p=1 u=1

N+1 N+'l
—<1

'pr'ur

'pr'kr

t -1 t
'j S
n f n

'p ^

fjwfcrtep9xu) dxpdxu

-p^i k=1

t 71
'p '"
n ^ n
/p ^

1+

Jj*(xk- h} wfcr("'xk'xp) dxpdxk

N4-1 N+i
V^.Az^'pr'vr

p=1 v=1

IL li'p "k

it l n
'p s

i-1-

'••wfc(";xp'xv) dxpdxv

^p s

diï,
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where W.p^ and W^^. are the cross-correlation spectral densities of the

forces f^, and f^, respectively; $^^, is the (qr)th élément of the modal
rri ..c'. .,' .7 .qr '.'.'". ~ . .

matrix j •i' j , M -is the élément of the generatized mass matrix, S2 the

r natural frequency and H,^ (Sî) is the magnification factor of the
r ' ' ^ r l

System défined by équation (16) of référence |12|.

The displacement power spectral density is of course real quan-

tity. The pressure cross-corretation spectral density is a comptex

quantity; however its imaginary part vanishes as a result of the dou-

blé area intégration. Thus, the Re iN.pJ's are given as follows (see

équations 20 to 25 of référence |12j):

2TT2TT

Re [^ 0, ^ = r2//^ (ç,0,0) ^ (0,n,0) p[-(t). (10)
0 0

COS (() COS (;j) + ri) d((). d (4) + -n),

2TT2TT

Re ^ (s. n)]= r2// ^ (ç,o,o) ^ (O.n.o) p, (t). (n)

sin 4>. sin ((j) + n) d4>. d ((j) + r;},

0 0

and

P^ (X,(j),t) p^ (X + Ç, (j) + n, t) - f (ç,0,0) ^ (0,n,0) p^ (t),

where r is the radius of the shell; the quantities ^^ (Ç,0,0) and

¥^ (0,ri,0) are respecttvely, the axial and circumferential corrélation

functions of the pressure field; p^ (t) is the mean square of the pressure
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fluctuations; ç = X.. - X, > n = y (<h - ^J ^ is the center fre-

quency and p^ (x,({),t) p^ (x + Ç, cj) + n, t) is the cross-corretation

function.

Equations (9), (10) and (11) together express the response of

the shell, y2. (x^ ^^, t), in terms of the pertinent corrélations -

*P (Ç, 0, 0), f (0, ri,0) and p^ (t)-of an arbitrary homogeneous ran-

dom pressure field. This r.m.s. response is calculated for each

circumferential wavenumber, n, and the total response rnay then be

found by summing over n.

Equation (9) gives the r.m.s. response in terms of qui'te gene-

ral corrélation functions which are to be determined expérimental1y

for each particular case of flow. We are interested in a random

pressure field induced by a turbulent twq^phase^ flow; so an experi-

mental loop facility is designed to measure the corrélation functions

of such flow.

In the case of subsonic boundary-layer pressure fluctuations,

the drcumferential and latéral corrélation functions have been

examinée! experimentally by Bakewell et ai. | 44 | and Ctinch |48|.

Bakewell measured and derived expressions for the axial and circum-

ferential corrélation functions in expenments with air flowing

in cylindricat pipe. Clinch measurements in water proved that thèse

expressions are approximately the same for différent fluids at the

same Strouhat number. Upon using the experimeritally based relations

of Bakewell et ai. the r.m.s. response is obtained at each node of
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the shell |12j. The aim of the next chapter is to review the diffe-

rent expeeimental Investigations in the field of watl-pressure fluc-

tuations.

3. THE -FLUCTUATING WALL-PRESSURE FIELD 0F A TURBULENT BOUNDARY-

LAYER

Wall-pressure fluctuations produced by a turbulent boundary-

tayer have been the subject of many investigators. Earty experimen-

tal work was, on the whole confined to measurements of the root mean

square and frequency spectra of the wall-pressure, and in many cases

the instrumentation available did not give an adéquate coverage of

the band-width of the fluctuations. Noreover recently the development

of miniature, piezoelectn'c pressure transducers and the extensive

use of corrélation techniques has led to a much more detaited exami

nation of the wall-pressure field and its relation to turbulent. ve-

locity fluctuations in the boundary-tayer.

Our review wi11 cover the expérimentât investigations of the

wall-pressure fluctuations of panels, body of révolution and cylin-

drical shetls. The transducers stze, shape and their orientation

are also investigated.

The statisticat properties of wall-pressure fluctuations are

analyzed in références |12,34,39,54 and 60 The instrumentations

used for recorch'ng and ana'lysing the statistical properties
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of pressure fluctuations are basicalty the same for several investi -

gations (Fig. 4): Each pair of transducers 1s connected to pream-

plifier and to analog corretator through band pass fitter, variable

gain amplifier, octave band analyzer, variable time delay, d.e.

millivoltmeter and finally to cross-correlation data output. In

addition, through the octave band analyzer, the signal is connected

to true r.m.s. voltmeter and to the power spectrum data output.

3.1 WaJJj-pressure fi uctuations at panel

One of the earliest investigation bas been done by Tack et ai.

35 j studying the corrélation properties of turbulent walt-pressure

fluctuations. Experimentally, he used a test section of rectangu-

lar cross section with inside dimensions 8 by 2.9 cm and 76.2 cm

long. Its sides are constructed of 1/2 inch plexiglass, apptying

flexible microphone porbe tube to permit two condenser microphones

to measure the mstantaneous pressure fluctuations with the assump-

tion tjiat the pressure field is adequately described by a random

process which is stationary and homogeneous and the corrélation

decays in time as it 1s convected in the ftow direction.

Tack found that both mean eddy size and mean eddy lifetime

déterminée! by averaging over broad frequency bands do not contai n

sufficient information to describe accurately the high frequency and the

turbutent. power spectrum. However by measuring eddy sizes and tifetime
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over narrow bands frequencies, it appears possible to construct mathe-

matically models of the turbutent pressure corrélation which are sucess-

ful in predicting the turbulent power spectrum over the frequency band

of interest. Tack et ai. measured the longitudinal spatial pressure

corrélations, Fig. 5a, where time delay is zéro and the longitudinal

space-time pressure corrélations, Fig. 5b, for critical ti'me delay

between signais at flow speed of 40 m/sec and over a narrow band cen-

tered at a frequency of 450Hz. They further assumed suitable models

for the spatial pressure corrélations:

p (x,t) p (x-Ç,t) = p2 (x,t) |s1n (K_Ç)/K.Ç|, (12)

and for the space-time corrélation function:

7Tx,t) p (x-ç, t-çT = p2-Tx7ty sin K (Ç-U ç)/K (Ç-U ç) e~1ç1/ei, (13)

where Ç = Ax, K 1s constant over a particular frequency band, U,, is
l C

the convection velocitys ç is time detay and the quantity 9- is the

time rate of decay of cohérence.

The two parameters K and e, are functions of both ve'iocitj' and

frequency; it is possible to predict their values from directly measu-

rable properties of the turbulent boundary-layer such as boundary-layer

thicknesses, free stream velocity, température, flutd density and tur-

bulent power spectrum. They also suggested a numerical value predicted

by Willmarth 43 for the mean square pressure, p^, (t).
Q,
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[..]Bull 136 j studied the watl-pressure fluctuations produced by a

turbulent boundary-layer and determined its statisticat properties

in conditions covering various values of boundary-layer thickness

and flow speeds. The measured quantities indude r.m.s. pressures,

frequency spectra, longi'tudi'nal and latéral space-time corrélations,

in both broad bands and narrow frequency bands.

The wind tunnel test section was of 9 X 6 inches and subsom'c test

section of 10 ft long followed by a supersom'c section of 6 f t long.

The measurements of the fluctuating pressure were made with piezo-

electric transducers, set flush in the wind tunnel wall, Some ex-

perimental values of the space-time corrélation between wall-pressure

fluctuations and turbulent velocity fluctuations at various positions

of the boundary-layer are also determined.

The values of the longitudinal and latéral corrélation functions

^ (ç,0,0) and T (0,n,0), are shown in Figures (6a) and (6b), respective-

1y. The longitudinal space-time corrélation functioris y (Ç,O,T) is

given by Figure (7) and the r.m.s. pressure is plotted versus the

Strouhat number^ u6/U in Figure (8).
0

BulTs results showed that the spectral density expressed -in tenns

of wall shear stress increases with Reynolds number although at a consi

derably smaller rate than suggested by the r.m.s. pressure fluctuations

measurements. Also his measurements proved that the longitudinal velo-

city disturbance at a parti cu'lar distance from the wa11 is convected at

the speed of the local mean flow.
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["]On the other hand, more research work by Butl |37| bas been

carn'ed out to predict the wall-pressure field, i.e. the statis-

tical quantifies such as the r.m.s. pressure, frequency power

spectrum, space-time corrélations and space-time corrélation

measurements in both broad and narrow frequency bands. His ex-

periments were made at Mach Number of 0.3 and 0.5 with covered

Reynolds Numbers of }0".

The main conclusions of Bull measurements were that the

wall-pressure field structure is produced by contribution from

pressure sources in the boundary-layer with a wide range of

convection velocities and comprises two familles of convected

wave number components. une family of high wave number compo-

nents is associated with turbulent motion in the constant stress

layer. The second f ami1y comprises components of wave length

greater than about twice the boundary-layer thi'ckness, whtch

lose cohérence as a group of wave length and are associated

with "large scale eddy motion in the boundary-layer outsiue

the constant stress tayer. Bu11 discussed the pressure field

in terms of thèse two-wave number familles.
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3.2 Wall -pressure fi uct^uat^i\onsj)fbodyof^eyoTjj_tTœi

The problem of predicting the wall-pressure fluctuations of a

body of révolution was studied recently by Lyamshev et ai. j 40 j.

The influence of fluid section from turbulent boundary-layer on the

spectral and correlative properties of the walt-pressure fluctuations

has been conducted experimentally using a model with a çhord length

of 500 mm and span of 120 mm.

The model was set up in the rectangular working section of the

tunnel at zéro angle of attack. "Identical pressure fluctuations sen-

sors whose sensitive surface has a diameter of 1.5 mm were mounted

flush w1th the latéral surface of the model at various distances from

the bow tip". The spectral and correlative properties were measured

in the frequency range from 0.1 to 10 KHz and free stream velocity

van'ed from 3 to 18 m/sec, with Reynolds Number up to 10'. The spec-

tral and corrélation analysis data obtained by lyamshev were carrted

out in third octave frequency bands.

Lyamshev concluded that an increase in the relative rate of the

distributed fluid suction from a well deve'ioped turbulent boundary-

layer causes a decrease in the longitudinal spatial corrélation and

a decrease in the spectral power density of the watt-pressure f lue-

tuations in the 1ow frequency range. On the other hand thèse effects

are increased 1n the high frequency part of the spectrum due to the noise

émission and the amount of increase dépends on the suction rate and

the relative intensities of the noise and pseudosom'c components of
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the signais. Atso he deduced that the boundary-layer suction does

not affect the corrélation properties of the wa'll-pressure fluctua-

tions in the high frequency part of the spectrum.

Another interesting expérimental investigation of the correlative

characteristics of turbulent wall-pressure fluctuations has been per-

formed by Kodykav |41 j. His measurements were conducted on the sur-

face of a model of half body of révolution of elementry configuration,

subjected to flow velocity ranging from 8 to 24 m/sec. The pressure

pickups with a sensing surface of 1.5 mm in diameter were mounted

flush with model surface. The spacings between pickups were fixed

at 4.2, 10, 29.2 mm. The corrélation analysis was carr'ied out in

1/3 octave bands over frequency range from 150 to 3,000 Hz. The

fluctuations noise spectrum was recorded concurrently over a wide ran-

ge of frequencies.

It was established throughout Kodykav experiments that the cor-

relation characteristics of large-scale turbulent wall-pressure fluctua-

tiens for which the hydrodynamic wave length is greater than the boun-

dary-layer thickness are subjected to différent laws than those obeyed

by small-scale fluctuations. Kodykav concluded that the boundary-la-

yer thickness is a factor govermng on the one hand, the maximum vor-

tex dimension in the turbulent boundary-layer and on the other hand,

the statistical properties (the corrélation radius in parttcular) of

the large-scale inhomogenities formed by those vortices. Finalty

he pointed out that his results were parti eutarly important when it

comes to take into account the influence of the pressure pickup di-

mensions on the recorch'ng of turbutent wall fluctuations.
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Moreover, a research work studying the statistical properties

of wall-pressure fluctuations on a body of révolution in water

medium with Reynolds Number of 3.94 X 10 to 1.18 X 108 was carried

out by Backewell |42| , using a flush-mounted hydrophones as pickup

transducers. His measurements were conducted not only for stream-

wise and latéral hydrophone séparations but also f oc hydrophone

séparations on'ented at angles of 26.5° and 45 to the flow axis.

Backewell, présentée! the nondimensionalized spectra'l and

corrélation data which are in a good agreement with zéro and

nearly zéro pressure gradient obtatned for a fiât plates and in

fully developed pipe flow, respectively. One of the main con-

clusions of Backewell data is that the magnitude of the général

cross spectral density is approximately equal to the product of

the magnitude of longitudinal and latéral cross-spectrat densities.

Backewell's expérimental results confirm Corco's assumption at

this fact.

3.3 Wall-pressure fluctuations ofpipe f1o_u

3.3.1 Air ftow

Measurements of wall-pressure fluctuations were performed

by W.W. WiHmarth |43| , using test section of 4" brass pipe, with

barium titemate pressure transducers as pickups in air flow. The

spectrum of the wall-pressure is presented in nondimensionat form.

Willmarth drew three important conclusions from his investigations
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a) the ratio of r.m.s. wall-pressure fluctuations to free stream

dynamic pressure, (p ) / q » is not dépendent on Mach or Reynotds

Number and approaches the value 0.006 and d/ô approaches zéro

(where q^ is the free-stream pressure, d is the diameter of the

pressure transducer, and ô is the boundary-layer thickness);

b) the mean square pressure fluctuations, p^ (t)g may be thrown

into a dimensionless form as shown in Fig. 9s and e) the random

pressure fluctuations are convected at speed of the order

LL = 0.82 \]_ (where LL is the convection velodty and U^ is the
C ~ 00 • ' - C ~ ~ - " 00

centerline velocity).

Another investigation by NHImarth and Yang 51 prech'cts the

measurements of turbulent wall-pressure fluctuations on the outer

surface of a 3" diameter cylinder atigned with the ftow. At a

point approximately 24 ft down-stream of the origin in an air stream

of 145 ft/sec. The boundary-layer thickness was 2.78" and the

Reynolds Number based on the momentum thickness was 2.62 X 10'. A

0.06" diameter lead zirconate-titanate disk transducers were rnounteu

flush with the wa11.

Millmarth and Yang found that the longitudinal and transverse

scales of the pressure corrélations are approximately equal and tn a

plane boundary-layer the transverse scate is larger than longitudinal

scale within one-half or less than the longitudinal scale in the pla-

ne boundary-tayer. He also conduded that the effect of t.he t-rans-

verse curvature of the wa11 is an overall réduction in size of pres-

sure producing eddies, and the réduction in transverse scate of the larger

eddies is greater than that of the small eddies. Generally he conc'luded
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that the smaller eddies decay more rapi'dly and produce greater spec-

tral densities at high frequencies due to the undamped convective

speed.

In 1962, Backewetl et ai. |44s46|, investigated the statistical

properties of the wall-pressure fi el d induced by turbulent air flow

at the wall of thin cylindrical shell over broad frequency bands and

in octave frequency bands for limited range of Reynolds Numbers

.5 . ^ ... «5

(10 to 3 X 10 ). They measured and derived expressions for the axial,

^ (ç. Os 0), and circumferential, ^^ {0, n, 0), corrélation func-

tions as shown in Figures 10 and 11srespectively. Bakewell S 44 j founci

that his expérimental points défined the following approximate expres-

sions for the spatial corrélations:

¥,-, (£,0,0) = e ~blsçl cas a S,., (14)

^ (0, n. 0) = (1 + cS^)"
-dS2

~ e -n

-l

where S^. == Ç^/'U^ and S. -iî2/U__ are the axial and c.1rcumferent1a1

Strouhal numbers, and a,b,e,d are constants t.o be specified; U^ and

LL are,respective1y, the convection and centerline velocities.

As shown in référence !44|, the effects of Reynotd number on the

spatial corrélations are smalt and may be neglected. The values of

a,b,e» and d to be used in équations (14) and (15) are as fo11ows:

a = 8.7266, b = 1.0 for S, = %/U^,

e = 20 , d =100 for S^ == niï/Uj

(15)
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Bakewell also obtained measurements of the mean square pressure per

unit bandwith (i.e. the power spectral density), p^ (t), which are

reproduced in Fig. 12 plotted agatnst Strouhal number 2r^/U^. For

the purpose of their analysis Lakis and Paidoussis |12'j derived an

expression for the curve of best fit of p^ (t):

p^ (t) = 2k^ p^ rU^, e -2k/"/uc» , (16)

where k = 0.25, k =2 X 10~6 and pc- is the density of the fluid.
l ' 2

The ratio of the broad band convection velocity to the center-

Une velocity U^/U_ has .been determtned by Bakewetl et ai. and plotted

against the Reynold numbers. This ratio bas the value of approxima-

tely 0.7 and appears to be tndependent of Reynolds nurnber. It is

lower than the 0.80 obtained by Winmarth 43| and other investiga-

tors. Finally the ratio of the r.m.s. pressure to the dynamic près'

sure, p^, (t) / 1 pc U2, , is approximately 0.006 for différent
^ f 00

Reynolds number. This value is within the range of values reported

43,;by other investigators |43,35,53 |.

3.3.2 Mater flow

It may be expected that the spatial corrélation given by équations

(14), (16) and determined by Bakewell et ai. of air flow 1n pipe woutd

be approxi'matety the same for différent fluids at the same Strouhal

number, at least for sufficiently high Reynolds number. Thi's was sup-

ported by dinch's measurements of the statistical properties of wa11-

pressure field generated by the passage of fully developed turbulent
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[..].water flow in smooth pipe |49|. He applied test section of 6 in-

ches diameter connectée! to a water loop facility capable of pro-

ducing Reynolds number of 2 X 10". The measurements of walt-pre-

sure fluctuations were recorded by ftush mounted mimature pressure

transducers. The statistical properties of the wall-pressure field

determined by Clinch included the power spectral densi'ty, space-

time corrélations, and convection velocities performed 1n both broad

and narrow frequency bands.

Rattayya and Junger j 50 reviewed récent data on the corrélation

function descnbing the random pressures in the turbulent boundary-

layer and they predicted the response of a pipe using Bakewell's

corrélation functions |44,46|.

Carey et. ai. j49j designed and constructed at the U.S. Navy

Underwater Sound Laboratory an acoustic Turbulent Water-Flow Tunnel

using a clear-plastic-pipe test section of 3.5 in i.d. through which

water is pumped at centerline velocities ranging from 9 to 48 knots.

Their measurements of the ratio of convection velocity to centerline

velocity, LL/LL, range from 0.86 to 0.61 using ftush-mounted hydro-

phones at several longitudinal spacings, They a1so found that the

maximum space-time is 1n good agreement whith other investigators

46,53 l. The corrected data for hydrophone si'ze showed also that

the spectral curve is sinn'lar to those reported for turbulent air

flow and faiting bodtes 1n water | 42|.
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3.4 Influence of pickups shape and orientation on wall-pressure

fluctuations measurements

A récent theory of transducers résolution of flow noise (wall-

pressure fluctuations under turbulent boundary-layer) developed by

Kirby |52| shows that the résolution dépends only on the face area

and the maximum face widths of the transducer normal and parallel

to the flow direction. AU Kirby resutts are va'lid onty for trans-

ducers with dimensions within the range of 3 to 100 of, QAS/U_, (where

î2 is frequency, A is the transducer area and U_ is the centerltne

velocity). The effect of transducer free width parallel to the flow

is small and negligible.

Kirby found also that "for transducers of given area the waTi-

pressure fluctuations levet resolved is nearty proporfional to the

face width normal to the ftow, so that stender transducers shoutd

have their long axts parallel to the flow fco increase the signal-

to-noise ratio". He atso showed that. his theory agrées with experi-

mental data on circular, square and fi'sh shaped transducers

within expérimental accuracy.

Meanwhile, the response of a flush-mounted transducers to the

pressure fi el d in a turbulent boundary-'layer is known to dépend upon

the spatial and temporal characteristics of the transducers. An

expérimental study of this dependence bas been conducted by Getb j 39 j.
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The frequency spectral density of the pressure fluctuations on the

boundary beneath a turbulent boundary-layer was measured with va-

nous transducers radii. The wind tunnel emptoyed in Geib experi-

ments is a closde circuit subsonic flow with 15 X 18 inches of

cross-section and using a i tnch condenser microphone as pi'ckup.

The results obtained by Geib présent typical frequency spec-

tral density in nondimensional form; a market decrease in the spec-

tral density values are évident as the transducer radius increased.

In additions Lyamshev |59j performed pressure fluctuations mea-

surements by applying means of pressure pickups of the piston type

whose membrane is fixed flush with a surface of the body. The hy-

drodynarm'c pressure fluctuations spectrum were performed using va'

rious dimensions of pickups.

Lyamshes resu'lts showed that the géométrie dimensions and sha-

pe of the pickups rnay exert a substa.ntial influence on the measured

results of the pressure fluctuation spectrum.

Finatly, a detailed design of an assembty of a miniature trans-

ducers for wall-pressure fluctuation measurements in turbulent boun-
-^

dary-layer flows was descnbed by Ctinch j 47 |. His calibration of

this transducer indicated that its sensivity is near -130dB-re- Iv/pBar

at sound pressure teyels varytng from 135 to 160dB.
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3.5 Wall-pressure fluctuations structures

A discussion of the statistical properties of pressure field

at the wall of a turbulent attached shear flows has been performed

by Corcos j 45 j , exptaining the important limitations tmposed by

the imperfect space résolution of contemporary transducers. He

also showed that the measurements of the longitudinal cross corre-

lation densities lead to simnarity variables for the space-time

covariance of the pressure and for the corresponding spectra. He

also explained the existance of those sim-ilarities, due to the

dispersion of the sources of pressure by the mean velocity gradient.

Corcos tried to interpret analytically some of thèse pressure mea-

surements by pointing out that the latéral cross-spectral densities

lead approximately to similarity variables.

However, Corcos carried out computati'ons based directly upon

the pressure-velocity corrélation measurements by Wooldrige and

MWitlmarth for fiât plate and Backewell j44| for ptpe flow. The
L J

interaction of the mean strain rate with normal vetocity fluctua-

tions being in effect limited to a région very near to the wall, sup-

plies a dominant contribution only at high frequencies. He i11us-

trated also that the downstream convection speed and convective memory
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are smaller than those of the observed walt-pressure.

Corcos emphasis atso that "the inner part of the law of the

wall région seems to be substantialty free of pressure sources and

within that région (a) the pressure ça" be given in t.erms of it.s

boundary value and (b) the local velocity fi el d is dépendent upon

but unable to affect appreciabty the turbulent pressure".

Moreover, it 1s well known, that the finite size of a trans-

ducer-sensing élément limits its space résolution of a pressure

f1e1d associated with a local turbulent flow. Such pressure

fields are translatée) at a speed comparable to the charactens-

tic velocity of the flow. Consequently a lack of space resolu-

tion of the face of the transducers used caused an apparent ina-

bility to solve the problem which is examined b.y Corcos 53

He applied numericat results which indicate that the atte-

nuation of frequency spectrat density and of the cross-spectral

denstty caused by the f im te size of the transducers is generat'iy

more sévère than previous computation had suggested. Mainly because

the latéral corrélation of pressure is highly frequency dépendent,

and a typical turbulent pressure wave component being incli'ned to

the stream direction at roughly 45 degrees. An asymptotic formulas

for the attenuation of large transducers were given by Corcos which

yield estimation of the degree to which a flush-mounted sensor
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reciever immersed in a boundary-layer is able to reject the background

noise provided by turbutent pressure fluctuations.

Recently, Mulhearn |54j calculated the pressure and pressure-

velocity space corrélations usina rapid distortion t.heory for tur-

bulence in a umform shear ftow. He found that the pressure fluc-

tuations remain correlated over a sigmficantly greater distances

than thevelocity fluctuations. Applying thèse predictions as a mo-

del for turbulence in free turbulent shear flows, he proved that

the predicted scale of the pressure fluctuations 1s larger than the

flow width. It is proposed that the wall-pressure fluctuations

remain correlated n'ght across free shear flows.

Mulhearn compared the prediction from the rapid distortton

theory with vanous expérimental measurement.s for mpe flow, fiât,

plate and panels with différent situations in which reasonabte qua-

litative agreement is achieved.

Finatty one of the interested investigation in the watt-pressure

fluctuation field bas been performed by Schloemer |38j. He studied

the normal1zed longitudinal and latéral cross spectral density

and the convection velocity rati'o as a function of longitudinal

séparation and frequency of wall-pressure fluctuations. Compan'son

with the work of other investigators as shown in Fig. 13, is excellent,

He measured those parameters with a smatl flush-mounted transducer

(lead zirconate titanate ceramic disk of 0.06 inch in diameter).
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The facility was simply fiât atuminum plate instaled in 1 X 12

feet test section of a tunnel provided with areafoil section for

the sake of creating pressure grad-ients. Thèse measurements are

accomplished in both mil d adverse and mil d favorable pressure

gradients in a law turbulence subsomc ftow.

The effect of an adverse pressure gradient on the nondimen-

sionalized spectral density was an increase in the ftow frequency

content without influencing the high-frequency portion. Schloemer

observed a sharp decrease in the high frequency portion for the

favorable pressure gradient. At similar nondimensiona'l longitudinal

séparations and frequencies, the convection velocity ratio was

higher in the favorable and lower in the adverse pressure gradients.

He also noticed that the longitudinal decay of a particular eddy

1s more rapid in the adverse and slower in the favorable pressure

gradients, anct no différences were found in the tatera'l cross spec-

tral density for the différent pressure gradient.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have présentée! a review of the différent inves-

tigations of cylindrical shells response and the statistical properties

of the wall-pressure fluctuations. To this end the techniques used to

obtain the response of cylindrical shetls subjected to internai pres-

sure, acoustic, random and turbutent boundary-layer- excitatlons are

reviewed in détails. Of thèse the most versatile have proved to be
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Rayteigh-Ritz methods |15| and the hybrid classical/fimte-element

methods j 12,331. The later has added advantages in terms of ease

of formulation, and because numerical convergence is not as sensi-

tive to particular set of boundary conditions as is the case wtth
ri ri

the Rayleigh-Ritz method j 15 |. In Laki's and Paidoussis method | 33),

the thin shell équations are used in full for the détermination of

the displacement functions instead of the more usual polynomial

displacement functions. The random pressure forces are tumped at

the nodes of the fini te éléments and the mean square value of the

displacements of the shell are obtained for an arbitrary pressure

field and for a boundary-layer pressure fluctuations.

There are several reasons for undertaking the development of

this hybrid c1assica1/f1m"te-e1ement theory |12|. First, existmg

théories have been generally devetoped for spécial cases; the need

1s évident for a theory which can be used for the dynamical analysis

of any kind of circular cy'lindricat shelt which is geometricany

axial'ly symmetric. A practical case in point is concerned with the

prediction of the naturat frequencies of the outer containment

shell and of the inner shroud of shell-and-tube heat exchangers,

where both ring stiffeners and several thtckness and material dis-

continuities are présent. A second reason is that ordinary finite-

élément théories cannot easily be used to analyse liquid-filled

cylindrical shells. On the other hand, the theory of Lakis and
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is |12|,Paidoussis |12|, because of its usage of classical theory for the

displacement functions, can easily be adopted to take the hydro-

dynamic effects into account. Finâlly, again because of the use

of classical theory, we can obtain the high as well as the low

frequencies with high accuracy. Thi's is normally of li'ttle in-

terest for free vibration analysiSs but is of considérable im-

portance in the détermination of the response of such shells to

random pressure fieldSs such as pressure fields generated by

internai or external flow. Accordingly, this theory [12 j is

much more précise than the usuat fimte-element methods, but

suffers from lack of versatility; for instances it cannot be

used to analyse anything other than circular cytindrical shells,,

or right-circular conical shelts.

Our review of the wall-pressure fluctuations covered expe-

rimental investigations on panel, body of révolution and cylin-

drical shell subjected to a fulty developed boundary-layer ari-

sing frorn an internai ftow. The transducers size, shape and

orientation were atso ch'scussed. The fo11ow1ng conclusions were

made in the spécial case of the boundary-layer excitations.

(i) The non-dimensionat power spectral density of the wall-

pressure fluctuations may be expressed in terms of Strouhal

number.

(1i) For a given pipe diameter, the frequendes of the wa11-

pressure fluctuations show scating with flow speed.
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( ni) The averaging effects of a f im te size hydrophone on the

wall spectra may be eliminated by the use of Corcos' hy-

drophone size corrections j 53 j .

(iv) The overatl intensity of the pressure fluctuations is es-

sentially constant and not dépendent on Mach or Reynolds

numbers.

(v) The ratio of convection velocitys which represents the speed

at which a disturbance is transported downstream, to center-

Une velocity (U^/U_) range from 0.81 to 0.6, Fig. 14

(vi) The validity of the separabitity of the spatial cross-corre-

lation function, % {E,, n, 0), into a product of c'ircumferen-

tiat corrélation function, T^ (0, ri, 0), and longitudinal

corrélation function, ^ (Ç> 0» 0), as suggested by Corcos,^
appears t-o be vertfied well by Ba.kewen l 42!. within the 11-

mits of expérimental accuracy.

(vii) The circumferential and longitudinal corrélation functions

predicted for subsomc water pipe flow |48|» show similar
L.

characteristics to those pred-icted for air flow in pipe |46 j.

(vin) The statistical properties, p^ (t), ^ (Ç, 0, 0) and ^ (0, n, 0),

of the watl-pressure fluctuations in a turbulent boundary-

layer on a body of révolution (near zero-pressure gradient)

show a good agreement with data obtained in fiât plate boun-

dary-layer and in pipe flows, Figures [l 5 and 16)

An expérimental investigation to predict the stattstical proper-

ties in thin-walled cylindrical shell subjected to internai turbulent
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two-phase^ flow is in progress. A continuously operating air-

water flow facility capable of producing Reynolds number of

1.5 X 10" is désignée! for this investigation. A compan'son

["].will be made, by using the theory of |12j, between the pre-

dicted response of the thin-walled shell with that measured

experimentally over a wide range of flow speeds, mixture ratio,

and excit-ing frequencies. A more général study, however, would

be more detailed examination of the effect of fluid cavitation

on the response.
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NOTATIONS

a, b, e, d Constants défined in équation (14, 15).

As B, C, D Constants defined in équation (4).

Instantaneous radiai and drcumferential

forces per unit length.

Mean of the force f per unit bond wtdth.

number of constraints imposed.

Length of f 1m" te élément.

Co-ordinate of node e in the x - direction.

Co-ordinates of the area S^s surrounding

the node e, w1th respect to the ongin in

the x - direction.

L Total length of shell .

m Axia1 half wavenumber.

M Moment acting at node as shown in (Fi g. 3)

n Circumferentiat wavenumber.

N Number of f im te éléments.

P (x, ((>, t) Instanteneous pressure on the surface.

rn

fn f

J

z

\

le-

(x,

'iï

l

le

t)> -^ (x't)

l

P̂'~ (x, ({), t) Mean square of the pressure per unit band

width of a homogeneous pressure field.
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cloo Free - stream pressure.

r Mean radius of shell .

Re j | Reat part of | |.

S^, S.. Axial and circumferential Strouhal number.'ç' "n

S^ Area surrounding the node e (F1g. 3).

t ' Wall-thickness of the shell.

U, V, W Axial, circumferential and radiai dis-

placement.

^oo' ^n» ^ Centerline velocity.

U Convective velocity.

L) Mean flow velocity.

D,. Dimensionless flow velocity.

LL'' v«» w.. Amplitudes of D, V, W associated with

nul circumferential wavenumber.

W^ (x,.s x^.s iï) Cross-corretation spectral density func-

tion of the force field.

x Axial coordinate.
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y,, (x^,, ((>, t) Mean square displacement of Un, Vn, Wn or

dwn at node for which x = x.
d?T - - g

ç^. Généralized damping factor.

Equat to r (t, - *,)].

X1 -XJ

\> Poisson's ratio.

Ç Equal to

p Density of material of shell

p^ FIuid density.

T Time delay.

d) Circumferential coordinate.

*^ (Çs 0, 0) Axial and circumferential corrélation func-

tions of the fluctuating pressure per unit

piï { rb ^ band width with centre frequency iï.

u Natura'i frequency Hz.

Sî Excitation circular frequency (rad./sec.)

ç Tlme delay.

6i Time rate of decay of cohérence.

*
(S Boundary layer thickness

F (x, (j), t) Vector of external forces.
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[•]
H
H
H

{M

Stiffness matrix for one élément.

Stiffness matn'x for the whole structure,

Mass matn'x for one fim'te élément.

Mass matn'x for the whole shell.

M Généralized mass matrix (for the whole

shelt).

y} Displacement vector.

;ô^ , tô^ Nodal displacements vectors, at nodes i and
1 ^ l J) . . , ,

j respectively.

Nodal matrix of the system.

un
r"" eigen vector of the System.
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FIGURE 1 The mean square response of the radiai displacement
of a shell first studied by Clinch, as a function of
the centerline velocity. -0--0- Clinch's expérimental

results for high-frequency response; ——— theoret-
ical results obtained by Lakis [12] (with n = 2 to
n = 6) for high-frequency response (93 - ]_, 0^00 Hz) :

" 'total* response obtained by Lakis [l 2] (with
n = 2 to n = 6) .
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FIGURE 2 Définitions of the flnite élément used

and of the displacement vector
^

1.
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m.-Jliiï
^^jm\\

b

FIGURE 3 (a) Transformation of the continuous pressure field to

a discrète force field

(b) The équivalent discrète force field acting at

the node, e, involving f^, f^ andW.^..
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Q.

sin ( K, ç )
K,T

o EXPERIMENTAL POINTS

/K.S 4.5 mm

8

(a)

->-

K.

^-mô,

6,e mm

2.56 cm

(b)

FIGURE 5 a) Longitudinal spatial pressure corrélations at

\]_ = 40 m/sec and a frequency of 450 Hz.

b) Longitudinal space-time pressure corrélations at

LL = 40 m/sec and a frequency of 450 Hz.

(Reproduced of Tack et ai. |35|, Figures 1 and 2).
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FIGURE 6a Longitudinal space corretatiQn of the waT! -pressure fi et d, V,, (ç, 0, 0)

(Reproduced of Bull [35], Figure 9)
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FIGURE 6b Latéral space corrélation of the watl-pressure field, ^ (0, n, 0);

ô"is the boundary-layer thickness.

(Reproduced of Buit J36|, Figure 10).
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FICaURE 7 Peaks of curves of longitudinal space-time corrélation, ï (Ç, 0, ç)

Mo = 0.3, ô*= 0.149 inch X = 87.6 inches

Mo -is the mach number, 6*, boundary-layer tmckness, x, r3x-ia1 coordinate and

ç is the t-;me delav.

(Reproduced of Bu11 j 361, Figure 13).
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FIGURE 8 Frequency spectrum of wall-pressure fluctuations; where q^

1s the free-stream pressure, îî, the central frequency; 6*,

boundary-layer thickness and U^ 1s the centerline velodty.

(Reproduced of Bull |36|, Figure 7).
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FIGURE 14 Convection velocity.
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FIGURE 16 Magmtude of the 'latéral cross-spectral density.

(Reproduced o-f BakeweH 142 j, Figure: 9.
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